In a world in which the pace of cities is increasing, prompt access to relevant information is crucial to the understanding and regulation of land use and its evolution in time. In spite of this, characterization and regulation of urban areas remains a complex process, requiring expert human intervention, analysis and judgment. Here we carry out a spatio-temporal fractal analysis of a metropolitan area, based on which we develop a model which generates a cartographic representation and classification of built-up areas, identifying (and even predicting) those areas requiring the most proximate planning and regulation. Furthermore, we show how different types of urban areas identified by the model co-evolve with the city, requiring policy regulation to be flexible and adaptive, acting just in time. The algorithmic implementation of the model is applicable to any built-up area and simple enough to pave the way for the automatic classification of urban areas worldwide.
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D
uring the eighties fractal concepts have received widespread attention, including in geography [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Since then, geographers, urban planners and others have investigated the relation between fractal structures and urban areas 6, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , where the calculation of the global fractal dimension (D) of cities (and surrounding areas), in Europe and the U.S.A. 13, 27 , has been carried out. Comparison between cities worldwide lead to an average of D51.7 13, 28 . Growth patterns 13 , in turn, show a general increase of D with time for several cities. The global D for the Metropolitan Area of Lisbon (MAL), which will be used as a case study below, is in line with this trend, exhibiting the values D (1960) 51.42, D (1990) 51.61 and D (2004) 51.66. In spite of these novel perspectives on geographical spatial phenomena [12] [13] [14] 18, 23, 25, [29] [30] [31] , characterization and regulation of urban areas remains a complex process requiring expert human intervention, study and judgment, with an inherent bias which is difficult to calibrate in space and time -a problem that also accrues to other issues in geography 32 -rendering the analysis susceptible to concepts, policies and visions which are permanently evolving. As a result, not only (e.g.) Sydney and Lisbon may bear little (if any) correspondence, the classification criteria of urban areas in the 1960s may differ substantially from those of 2012, which increases even more the inherent difficulty of an automated and generalized classification scheme which can be of direct use by policy makers 28 . Here we take a new approach to urban development and introduce a classification scheme which, being decoupled from human intervention, allows for a unified classification of urban areas worldwide. We resort to the spatio-temporal layout of the MAL (North side, spanning a period of nearly half a century, from 1960 to 2004), to perform a fractal analysis, based on which we devise a mathematical model which allows the automatic classification and characterization of any patch of a city or territory into one of five different types, each calling for different type of intervention and policy measures 13, 18, 23, 25, 29, 30 . The built-up areas of the whole of MAL (for each time snapshot corresponding to 1960, 1990 and 2004) were pixelized and subsequently arranged in a matrix of square cells of 1 km 2 area (see Methods and Supplementary Information (SI) for details). We computed the fractal dimension of each cell using the standard box-counting method (see Methods). As shown below, a single (global) fractal dimension fails to provide a complete characterization of an urban area. Instead, a whole plethora of fractal dimensions is needed, showing how urban areas have heterogeneous fractal properties 9 . Lower fractal dimensions (D) typically represent dispersed areas, whereas fractal dimensions close to two are associated with compact built-up areas 19, 25 . Here we explore such heterogeneous fractal properties of urban areas to develop a new tool that can be used in the context of city planning, specifically at a metropolitan scale. 
Results
The top panels of Fig. 1 show the spatio-temporal evolution of these fractal structures, represented in terms of the fractal dimension D. Fig. 1 reveals that MAL is becoming increasingly compact with time, led by the growth of the Lisbon suburban areas, inter-connected by transport infrastructures (roadways and railways). The spatiotemporal fractal analysis also uncovers the non-trivial relation between the fractal dimension of each cell and its overall occupied area. Indeed, if we plot the fraction of occupied area of each cell -a 5 A/A c, where A is the built-up area of each cell and A c (51 km 2 ) the total area of the cell -as a function of the fractal dimension D, we obtain the distributions shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1 (lin-log plot). They are bound, from above and below, at all times, by the exponential curves u(D) and l(D), depicted in green and red, respectively (see Methods for their analytic form). . The logarithm of this quantity, which we call S, is plotted in Fig. 2 , together with its rate of change (S') as a function of D. The quantity S can be understood as a ''microcanonical'' entropy, measuring the number of possible configurations compatible with a given fractal dimension. The behaviour of these curves leads to the following classification of each cell into one of five Types characterized and illustrated in Fig. 2 , functions of the fractal dimension D only.
For cells of Type 1, built-up areas are isolated by definition (where land use is predominantly for agriculture or forest). At the other end of the spectrum, cells of Type 5 are already close to saturation, likely located in the most central (not only in a geographical sense) places of any metropolitan area. Here, opportunities for adding new buildings (increasing a) are highly constrained, as reflected in the rapid decline of S(D) (or the negative values of the rate S'). For regions of Type 2, the fractal dimension is still low and characterizes the transition from dispersed built-up areas towards an urban spurring along roads or railways: dispersed areas dominate, occasionally nucleating small villages. Finally, regions of Type 3 and Type 4 concentrate those situations in which opportunities to increase built-up area are not only ripe, but also there are many different ways of adding area to regions of these Types. Their difference, however, lies in the rate of change of S, which increases with D in cells of Type 3 and decreases in cells of Type 4. As Fig. 2 illustrates, growth in regions of Type 3 is mostly associated with nucleation of new areas which are essentially disconnected from previous ones, leading to the appearance of dispersed patches of built-up areas. This is what we call the metastatic phase, in analogy with metastases that occur in certain forms of cancer. Similar to metastases, these new areas may potentially constitute the first stage of urban sprawl. On the other hand, cells of Type 4 have a larger fractal dimension and already a declining rate of opportunity to incorporate new buildings into them; here, the predominant behaviour is the consolidation and compactification of existing area, forming large connected urban blocks.
Throughout the history of many urban settlements, cells started as Type 1 and evolved in time to higher and higher Types as they became more compact. Of course, there are many ways of reaching a given type of compactification, and both S and S' provide useful information in this respect. Urban planning translates, in our model, in defining a general path in growing from regions of Type 1 up to Type 5. As Fig. 2 reveals explicitly, deviations from this path will most likely occur in regions of Types 3 and 4 and, consequently, these are the regions where planning must act more effectively. Indeed, such proximate planning will ensure well-designed transitions into more compact configurations.
As we discuss below (complementary analysis of empirical data is provided as SI), the correlation between the categorization made (derived purely from the functional behaviour of S(D)) and the spatio-temporal data of MAL, is extremely high. We emphasize the generality of the arguments leading to this categorization, which rely solely on the level of detail at which one carries out the decomposition of the geographical data. In SI we show how the model is calibrated whenever data to be analyzed has a different resolution. We now apply this classification scheme back into MAL. Fig. 3 shows the spatio-temporal patterns of regions of different Types in MAL. In 1960, the city of Lisbon dominated the layout of MAL. One identifies few areas exhibiting a high degree of compactness in the municipalities of Sintra and Cascais (surrounding the mountainous Sintra National Park (SNP)), which became later the main suburban areas of Lisbon, associated with the growth of regions of Type 4 in 1990.
The road (black lines) and train (blue lines) networks connecting Lisbon to Sintra and Cascais, associated with i) a lack of affordable housing offer in the city of Lisbon and ii) an ineffective enforcement of urban policies, promoted the emergence of a continuous of builtup area in the space between. The observed burst of cells of Types 3 and 4 in 1990 can be directly correlated with those areas of MAL where an uncontrolled development of housing actually took place. Indeed, urban policies were introduced in MAL only in the late seventies and, as stated, most of them proved unsuccessful. Thus, self-organization has played a role in the urban development of MAL. However, the outcome of this unregulated growth has led to a loss of economic efficiency, given the need to build new infrastructures to serve such emergent urban patterns 33 . This, in turn, clearly justifies, a posteriori, the need to apply proximate regulation in regions of Types 3 and 4: simply, the odds that things go wrong are far too high. In 2004, it seems clear that the dominance of regions of Type 3 (with 30% of the total of cells) may promote the future connection between the interstitial spaces left in the agglomeration around Lisbon. Furthermore, it is noteworthy the large growth of regions of Type 3 in the northern periphery of Lisbon, nearby the black dashed line. This line indicates a road that became available only after the 2004 snapshot shown (between 2005 and 2008) showing that, already in 2004, the areas around this road have the potential, if left without regulation, to undergo undesirable growth. In fact, these cells constitute, at present, a major concern, as the trend now witnessed follows closely that observed before in southern municipalities of MAL -of suburban sprawl and surfacing of fragmented spaces.
Discussion
Our results show evidence of metropolitan areas as a dynamical, evolving organism, calling for the development of flexible yet effective planning and regulation, which must adapt to an increasing evolutionary pace of cities 34, 35 . Such a ''just in time'' policy has been pointed out 28, 36 . In this sense, our model and results provide, to the best of our knowledge, the first quantitative means for the automatic categorization and corresponding identification of different Types of areas, and associated need for intervention, depending on existing plans. Hence, the present model may have a direct impact in city planning and methodologies addressing sustainability and urban regulation. In this quest, it is worth to emphasize that our model is simple enough to be applicable to any built-up area, as such opening a window of opportunity for the development of automatic and quantitative tools that are able to monitor and foresee urban growth, which may play a fundamental role in short and mid-term urban planning.
Methods
Dataset. We resort to the Metropolitan Area of Lisbon (MAL) as a convenient, and mostly unstudied, example of a metropolitan area, which combines large and compact built-up areas with rapidly growing suburbs and a ring of rural regions. Built-up areas from 1960 and 1990 were extracted from the former Portuguese Geographical and Cadastral Institute at 1550000 scale and from the military maps of the Army Geographical Institute at 1525000 scale, respectively. Data from 2004 was obtained from photo-interpretation of orthophotomaps at a scale 1525000. The 3 datasets were made uniform through cartographic generalization and converted to an array of pixels of 100 m 2 , which were combined in cells of 1003100 pixels. The fractal analysis was performed over the set of cells (see SI for an extended description of data acquisition).
Fractal dimensions and built-up areas. The fractal dimension of each cell was computed using a conventional box counting algorithm (see, e.g. 37 ,). In each iteration k, the minimum set of N k squares (boxes) of side e k~2 k (pixels, 1 pixel510 m) necessary to cover all built-up area was computed. After m55 iterations k [ [0,…,m], the fractal dimension D is given by the slope of a linear regression applied to the duplets N k ,e k f g, given that log N k~{ D log e k zc, where c is constant (see SI for a discussion of the quality of the fractal analysis). This expression can also be used to determine the area A k occupied by the N k boxes, which reads log A k~2 {D ð Þlog e k zc, from where we obtain the recurrence A k~Akz1 2 D{2 . Taking the limit m into account, we obtain A 0~Am (2 m ) D{2 . This can be used to write down the expression for the upper bound of the built-up area as a function of D: U D ð Þ~n 2 2 m ð Þ D{2 -where n is the length of each square cell, i.e., n5100 pixels (or 1 km -see SI for a detailed discussion of this choice of cell size). The lower bound (L(D)) will be proportional to the upper bound D) ). Thus, the quantity S offers a rough estimate of the number of possible (past, present and future) arrangements for a given fractal dimension or level of compactness. The nature of S and S'~dS=dD defines different regimes (see Fig. 2 ) leading to the definition of 5 Types which, as shown in Fig. 3 (and SI), correlates well with empirical longitudinal analysis of MAL.
